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Affordability (əˌfôrdəˈbilitē):Affordability (əˌfôrdəˈbilitē):  
Conclusion drawn from the analysis of the ‘life cycle cost’ of a proposed acquisition, that the 
purchase is in accord with the resources and long term requirements of the acquirer.

DefinedGLI-FLO-G is Defined by Affordability

GLI-FLO-G:Selected by the US Army as their choice for 
distributing DAGR messages, specifically PNT (position, navigation and 
timing).  The Army calls this solution D3 (DAGR Distributed Device).  
It supplies a single point of PNT distribution for multiple devices on a 
ground vehicle platform.  The US Army chose this device based on its 
ability to support the ground vehicle systems architecture from a System 
of Systems Approach (SoSA) and its long term affordability . 

GLI-FLO-G
The Affordable PNT Solution

Life Cycle Costs: 

Resource Costs:

Long Term Requirements:

Life Cycle Costs:  The sum of all recurring and one-time costs 
over the full life span of a system are included in life cycle costs.  GLI-FLO-G is an 
investment that supports legacy technology today AND future technology for use in 
ground vehicles.  Investing in a centralized point for PNT distribution supports PLGR, 
DAGR, SINCGARS as well as future Anti-Jam Antenna, ISR terminals, and tactical 
communications.  Platform life cycle costs are low with the use of GLI-FLO-G.

Resource Costs:  GLI-FLO-G minimizes required engineering 
resources to keep C4ISR equipment relevant, while maximizing the ability to integrate 
future capabilities into the vehicle architecture.  This SWaP friendly device allows new 
technology and legacy technology to easily connect to one interface for secure PNT.  
Redundant cabling and hardware is removed.  Resource Costs are minimized.

Long Term Requirements: GLI-FLO-G supports the Army’s 
vision of System of Systems Architecture (SoSA) on ground vehicle platforms.  It 
will enable the US Army to upgrade PNT capabilities without changing out the main 
PNT Hub (GLI-FLO-G).  Users will be able to “update” their devices that use PNT, 
without having to “update” GLI-FLO-G to a newer device. It will meet the long term 
requirements of the US Army, including the move toward VICTORY requirements and 
Modular Computing Systems compatibility.
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GLI-FLO-G
GPS PNT Distribution Hub

- One GLI-FLO-G serves PNT data simultaneously to 
multiple communication or weapon systems that 
require GPS data -  System of Systems Approach 
(SoSA)

-  Supports new or retrofit programs integrating radio or 
communications equipment  

-  Saves space, weight and power (SWaP)
- Reduces cost by eliminating multiple GPS antennas, 

DAGRs and/or GB-GRAM cards in a vehicle or rotorcraft
- No need to rely on expensive GB-GRAMS in each LRU

Efficiently Route Secure 
GPS Data to Multiple Devices

Export of GPS Source products may be subject to U.S. Export Controls, U.S. Export license may be required. 

GPS DIRECTORATE SECURITY APPROVAL – The GLI-FLOTM DAGR Distributed Device (D3) satisfies all applicable requirements of 
ICD-GPS-227 and has been granted Security Approval by the Global Positioning System Directorate.

Distribute IS-GPS-153 Messages to Eight Vehicle 
Mounted Systems:  
  Tactical Radios
  FBCB2/BFT
  Laptop/FalconView
  Fire Control
  Electronic Warfare
  Rugged Smart Displays

Advantages


